
Super Bad (feat. The Original J.B.s)

James Brown

One two three hit it
Watch me watch me I got it watch me

I got it hey
I got somethin' that makes me wanna shout uh
I got somethin' that tells me what it's all about

Heh I got soul and I'm super bad
I got soul huh and I'm super bad huhNow I got a move that tells me what to do

Sometimes I tease hah
Now I gotta move that tells me what to do

Sometimes I feel so nice
I wanna try myself a few hah hah

I got soul and I'm super bad huhI'm a-love uh I love to do my thing uh
And I and I don't need no one else
Sometimes I feel so nice good God

I jump back I wanna kiss myself
I've got soul heh and I'm super bad hey!

I said I'm super badBridge! Come on
up and down and round and round

Up and down all around
Right on people huh let it all hang out

If you don't brothers and sisters
a-then you won't know

Ha a-what it's all about huh
Gimme gimme gimme gimme
Gimme gimme gimme yeah

(shriek)Uh come onI got the somethin' that makes me wanna shout
I got that thing tell me what it's all about uh

I got soul ha and I'm super bad heh
Got the move that tells me what to do

Sometimes I feel so nice
I said I wanna try myself a few huh huh

I I I I I got soul heh and I'm super badBridge! Hit me!
Up and down and all around

Right on people heh
let it all hang out

If you don't brothers and sisters
a-then you won't know

a-what it's all about
Gimme gimme gimme gimme

(squeal)Uh come on come on Robert come on brother
Go Robert blow me some 'Trane brother

Hey gimme huh gimme uh gimme gimme
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I said I'm super bad
a super bad brother hah heh

Super bad eh come on Phelps come on
Super bad Jabo

good God super bad
Bootsy heh let me hear ya super bad uh
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